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ABSTRACT

While women have been known to climb mountains since the
nineteenth century, mountaineering is still perceived by many as
a ‘bastion of virility’. Yet, from the post-First World War period
until today, French women mountaineers have discovered and
organized a novel and atypical experience: climbing in manless
rope teams to meet their unsatisfied social needs for independence, equal rights, and acknowledgment of their capacities. A
socio-technical history of the innovative manless rope team
reveals three distinctive periods, characteristic of the different
waves of feminism. The history of this innovation illuminates how
women mountaineers contributed to reducing a number of
inequalities (access, treatment, and recognition) through the
extension of a network of resources (human and material). From
the rare, scattered, and invisible individual initiatives of the first
half of the twentieth century to an attractive dynamic currently
supported by alpine institutions and organizations (industry,
media, politics), the recent success of the manless rope team is
nevertheless paradoxical. It reflects both a change in society and
compromises with the gender system that sometimes change the
initial emancipatory project.
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Women have been known to practice mountaineering since the nineteenth century.
At times excluded from alpine clubs and forced to federate among women as in
England and Switzerland1 or at times included in alpine institutions as in France and
Canada,2 these women mountaineers seem to have shared the experience of male
domination that organized the distinction, conferred inferior status, and contributed
to the invisibility of their practice. Among them, French women were, for example,
initially tolerated rather than accepted within the French Alpine Club, created by and
for men.3 Under the control of men, they were introduced to an unusual practice
and submitted to compromises between gender norms and mountaineering culture in
terms of supervision and the type and intensity of the climb.4 They generally climbed
more for excursion purposes rather than performance,5 more as a family than
individually, and more under supervision than independently. Nevertheless, at the
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turn of the twentieth century, their story shows a dual process underway. On the one
hand, French women were taking part in climbs of increasing difficulty. On the
other, a number of them were seeking emancipation from either family (father,
brother, husband) or professional supervision (guide) without, however, managing to
take the step fully towards total independence, i.e. be able to lead the climb.6
Considered as irresponsible beings in the eyes of the law since the Napoleonic Code
of 1804,7 women were supervised by men, with the latter constituting the sine qua
non of their inclusion in a sport constructed as a bastion of virility.8 Consequently, at
the end of the Belle Epoque, female emancipation seemed confined to men’s
representations of their capacities, based on the myth of their fragility and
vulnerability with the resulting social expectations.9 Yet, stimulated by a war context
leading to a number of cracks in the distribution and balance of power,10 certain
women mountaineers began aspiring to resist domination. They participated, by their
actions more than their claims, in a wide social movement for women’s rights.11
Thus, while remaining removed from feminist movements,12 some of these
mountaineers nevertheless contributed to shifting gender boundaries, in order to
‘open the way to subjectification and emancipation’.13 They organized manless teams
to meet their unsatisfied social needs of independence, equal rights, and
acknowledgment of their capacities. From the post-World War I period to today,
French women mountaineers discovered and conquered a novel and atypical
experience in sporting and mountaineering practices (technique, risk, and more
especially self-responsibility and responsibility for others).
While the topic of mountaineering has become a more prominent one in the history
of sport,14 it has been only lightly touched upon from the perspective of gender studies15
and innovation theories,16 especially so-called ‘social’ innovation based on inclusive
practices.17 This last notion is only just beginning to be applied in order to understand
social change in sport,18 and it is quite unused in the study of gender inequality.19
Manless teams20 provide a possible gendered social innovation aimed at meeting
unsatisfied expectations and needs, at times within a dynamic of social transformation, so
as to allow excluded teams access to resources and practices.21 The data comes from an
analysis of publications and archives of the Club Alpin Français since 1874 (Les Annuaires
du CAF, La Montagne, Alpinisme, La Montagne et Alpinisme), of French specialized press
(Alpirando, Montagnes magazine, Vertical, Cimes … ) since 1978 and (auto)biographies of
women mountaineers.22 This quite exhaustive collection has been added to since the
2010s through extensive monitoring of online documentary sources (blog notes, internet
websites, videos). Additional interviews have been conducted with eight women
mountaineers (ordinary climber, federal instructor) engaged in all-female practice.23 An
analysis of the content of these written and oral sources, in accordance with the
theoretical frameworks of the socio-technical approach used, enables the characterization
of the underlying network of single-mixed teams through the following indicators:
identification and characterization of mountaineers, actors and organizations that have
hindered or promoted the detachment of men, available material resources, alpinist’s
discourse and discourse on women climbers.
A socio-technical history,24 intersects the history with the sociology of innovation
and techniques25 in order to extend work on the structural, ideological, and practical
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conditions of women mountaineers.26 Within that framework, manless teams were
the result of the long and complex process relating to the diffusion and socialization
of a new practice that, to be successful, must be appropriated in the long-term by its
users.27 This process is always collective. In order to analyze the success (or failure)
of an innovation, scholars must determine whether the new practice creates an
extension and strengthening of networks of support and resources. To understand
this dynamic implies describing the individuals and groups who are involved (or on
the contrary who resist). It also means taking into consideration, as ‘actors’ in the
process, the material elements that will become part of the network and modify the
trajectory of the innovation.28 In concrete terms, a manless rope team is defined as a
socio-technical system of at least two women without men, joined or not by rope in
order to climb such or such a mountain. In that sense, it appears as one of the
rearrangements where detachment from well-established elements constitutes ‘the
very objective of propelled transformations’.29 This process of excluding men
produces a practical, social, and symbolic detachment of male domination (and,
symmetrically, new forms of attachment between women). Yet, in the same way as
the hidden part of the iceberg, such an assemblage in reality implies a more or less
broadening chain of individual (friend or family, supervisor, instructor, journalist,
editor, blogger, public, and audience) or collective actors (institutionalized group,
association, federation, company – industrial, distribution), as well as non-human
elements (mountains and more or less prestigious itineraries, technical equipment,
texts and photos, money).
Innovation succeeds when it finds favour not only with the public (women
mountaineers) but also with the market (including audience), institutions, and
organizations. Beginning with a ‘growing local, non-governmental initiative’,30 the
manless team slowly generalized through diffusion and gradual institutionalization at
the price of compromise and changes to the original aim.31 Thus, female
mountaineers progressively freed themselves from the power relationships established
by the gender system in and beyond sport and succeeded in reducing three types of
inequality: access (being excluded from practices and techniques), treatment (not
being given the same material and social performance conditions), and recognition
(not being shown the same consideration and value as men). In this sense, this social
innovation sheds light on the dual process of domination and emancipation, within
the tension between suffering and subverting. Yet, different forms of emancipation
echoed the different waves of feminism that, over the century, developed strategies
‘for the inclusion of women in response to all mechanisms of exclusion (legal or
illegal, individual or collective, intellectual or pragmatic, etc.)’.32

Individual Initiative, 1921–1959: Rarity, Invisibility, and
Obligation to Succeed
The period immediately following the First World War in France was one of
conduciveness to social innovation. In mountaineering, practicing ‘without a guide’
became a legitimate activity for the climbing elite belonging to the high-altitude
association Groupe de Haute Montagne (GHM) from 1919 onwards.33 A very small
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number of women such as Alice Agussol34 and Paule Collet35 were also members of
the club and stood alongside France’s best male mountaineers, albeit with restricted
opportunity to show their talent. Considered to be socially and physically incapable,
women appeared to be kept at a distance when ‘the climbs require a considerable
amount of time and are exceptionally difficult’36 or invisible when they led the
team.37 Such (material and media) exclusion only served to fuel a need for
independence that was, moreover, in tune with the times and sustained by various
movements in favour of women’s rights both outside38 and within the sporting
movement.39 The interwar period, for French mountaineers, paved the way for
autonomy, with unmixed experiences playing their part in both mountaineering and
elsewhere.40
In the alpine field, this could be seen in the further detachment of men. In the
footsteps of a few foreigners such as Mrs Aubrey Le Blond, Ilona and Rolanda
E€
otv€
oss,41 and undoubtedly other anonymous women in history,42 the challenge, for
a very small number of French women, was to gain access to a new form of
autonomy-based practice that required greater commitment and was more technical
as a result: ‘Each mountaineer is perfectly aware that she should rely only on herself
and that, in a way, she should move forward as if she were alone’.43 Having
responsibility not only for oneself but also for others and consequently being able to
develop new skills constituted ‘the powerful attraction of all-female rope teams’.44
The first achievements were standard ones ‘of little importance’,45 such as Paule
Collet and Miss Faure’s Le Plaret pass in the Ecrins massif in 1921. The innovation
here lay not so much in its difficulty as in the transgression it represented.46 Yet,
through the experience of the best, initiatives were able to develop and become more
complex. In 1929, the ‘remarkably skillful and intrepid rock climber’ Alice
Damesme47 innovated by climbing the Aiguille du Gr!epon (3,482 m) with the
American Miriam O’Brien.48 This particular peak was considered to be an
‘extraordinary one’ according to the rankings of the prestigious GHM. The initiative
created a buzz in the Chamonix microcosm. Some, such as Etienne Br€
uhl, went as far
49
as to declare it outrageous. With this first achievement under their belt, the two
friends desire to progress grew continuously stronger and culminated, in 1932, with
the first manless team climb to a mythical peak (Le Cervin 4,478 m), providing proof
of high-level performance.50 Micheline Morin (1900–1972) was likewise an example
in manless mountaineering. Trained in Fontainebleau and les Ardennes by members
of the GHM, she made her first guide-free climbs with them and her female firsts in
the Mont Blanc massif, including the Aiguilles Mummery (3,700 m) and Ravanel
(3,696 m) in 1924.51 She left the men behind for technical 4,000-metre climbs with
Miriam O’Brien in 1931: the south-eastern ridge of Le M€
onch (4,107 m) and Jungfrau
(4,158 m). Interpersonal links were built between the American mountaineer and the
Morin and Damesme families. In 1933, Alice Damesme and the British Nea Morin
(1905–1986),52 Micheline’s sister-in-law, joined together to successfully climb difficult
summits, such as La Meije (3,983 m) in the Ecrins massif, then in 1935, the Aiguille
Verte across the Moine ridge (4,122 m) with Alice Damesme. Finally, in 1936, Alice
Damesme and Micheline Morin climbed ‘one of the most prestigious routes of the
Dolomites’,53 that of Preuss du Campanile Basso (2,883 m). While all of these climbs,
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which at times were a first for all-female teams, were acknowledged as being difficult
and requiring a good climbing level, they nonetheless remained below the major
challenges undertaken at the time by men or a number of mixed rope teams (e.g. the
north faces of the Grandes Jorasses, Eiger and Drus).54 This innovative practice
mainly occurred in the Mont Blanc massif, with its epicenter Chamonix serving as a
meeting point for friends. In this period, a number of other manless mountaineering
achievements occurred on France’s borders, including the climbs carried out by Swiss
Loulou Boulaz with Lulu Durand55 and those of German Driesch living in Lausanne
(who, beyond her female team climbs – along the ridge of the Argentine and crossing
the Aiguilles Rouges of Arolla – also became well-known as a result of her unique
solo feats, especially the Stabeler tour in 1930), although relations between these
women seemed tenuous. Driven by only a few female mountaineers and ascents, the
innovation mainly rested on a local network of friends with strong links on the
inside but weak external ones, given their isolation within a mountaineering
environment that was predominantly hostile to their actions.
In effect, this social innovation was weakened by the lack of institutional or
societal support. The Club Alpin Français (CAF), declined to provide human,
financial or organizational resources to aid the structuring of these manless
expeditions. Even media support (via climbing journals) was limited as a result of the
almost total invisibility of these women’s performances, at times replaced by disbelief
or disapproval – as was the case with Henri de S!egogne or members of the Alpine
Club.56 Consequently, the ‘manless’ pioneers were not spared the criticism of those
men who took a dim view of these ‘feminist whims’57 and the risk of declining male
superiority. ‘No! Real women are definitely much too gentle for the harsh mountains
and the guys cannot let them go wandering about there without worrying. In their
own interest, of course, and what on earth is this all about anyway! We have to have
the opportunity to show we are (and oh how much we are) superior’.58 As a result,
women pioneers often had to stand up to ‘the friendly supervision of close men’59
concerned about the determination of their wives (or sisters or female friends), either
through fear for their lives or worry about their own reputations: ‘Our male friends
were not very happy about this show of independence which tended to prove we
could manage without their help’.60 And so, increased male vigilance towards these
intrepid women implied keeping an eye on their behaviour and even, whenever
possible, creating male teams to accompany them.61
During this first period, the social innovation network remained restricted and
fragile: the rarity and dispersion of manless rope teams on only a few mountains,
lack of institutionalized collective entities in France, low resources and small number
of contact points combined with the indifference and even hostility of the
environment. The latter clearly exemplified the precarious nature of the conditions in
which sportswomen of the time practised, including low state subsidies and problems
to organize national and international events, as well as criticism, stigmatization,
devalorized performances and media quasi-invisibility.62 Sportswomen remained
isolated and were obliged themselves to break the silence surrounding them. As was
the case for female aviators Maryse Basti!e and Joan Batten, the ‘adventure women’63
behind these world firsts, Micheline Morin and Miriam O’Brien, gave shape to the
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innovation as a result of their singular accounts within a number of conferences and
articles. These women had to show not only a sense of initiative but also discretion,
malice, and perseverance, as well as transgression (in their activity) and submission
(in their respect of the hierarchy of the sexes). They became emancipated, advanced
their cause, and performed their new techniques while, at the same time, losing
credibility since ‘as soon as strength is required, a woman, given fewer muscles by
nature, finds herself at a serious disadvantage’, unable ‘to sustain for as long [the
same effort] as her male rival because her muscles tire more quickly’. This dichotomy
‘can be seen every day during training: consequently, in case of difficulty, she runs a
greater risk than him of falling, if her first attempt is not completely successful’.64
This way, they found compromises as women while going beyond the limits of
traditional and normative ‘femininity’. They did not explicitly identify with the
feminist groups of the first wave – unlike the climber and suffragist Julia Archibald
Holmes or the mountaineers Annie Smith Peck and Fanny Bullock-Workman who
integrated their quest for alpine records into the struggle for women’s right to vote.65
They nevertheless remained actors in a social dynamic in favour of the women’s
cause,66 whose central core was cemented on the quest for rights and equality in the
name of their difference: from the right to education to the right to access the
territories of sporting excellence.67 Thus the fragile network of manless teams
contributed to reducing unequal access to sporting activities at the same time as
female athletes made a dent in the Olympic fortress.68 However, the social innovation
remained too weak to challenge the inequalities in treatment (lack of support) and
recognition (stigmatization, invisibility) that marginalized both sportswomen and
climbers of the time.

Women’s Movements, 1959–1990: Union, Performances, and Caricatures
These scattered initiatives were emulated over the following decades, after years of
war and deprivation. As a sign of the times, the field of play became more diverse
and complex, particularly in the Himalayan summits at very high altitudes, where
women still had to fight for access to prestigious areas where they could take full
responsibility. The local network characterizing the social innovation during the
previous period began to extend and include new actors in the form of associations
that can be considered as the first institutionalized collective groups for French
female mountaineers.
The beginnings of these evolutions were visible through Claude Kogan’s
(1919–1959) organization of the first international women’s 8,000-metre expedition to
the Cho Oyu (8,201 m, Nepal), where she achieved the world’s highest women’s
record in 1954.69 Arriving in Nice in 1940, at the age of 20, the young woman
discovered climbing and rapidly stood out through her level of performance,
willpower, and ability to lead the climb.70 With her husband Georges Kogan, she
practiced swinging leads on very difficult routes such as the ridge of the Sud de
l’Aiguille Noire at Peuterey (3,772 m, Aoste Valley, Italy) and consequently discovered
high-altitude expeditions. From 1951 onwards, she practiced manless mountain
climbing during an expedition to Quitaraju (6,100 m, Cordillera Blanca, Peru) with a
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friend, Nicole Leininger.71 Although a discrete, private initiative with her husband’s
supervision, the innovation nonetheless rose high on mountains of significance. Six
years later, this ‘audacious’ and entrepreneurial woman – a bathing suit designer in
Nice – launched the innovative project of a manless expedition to the Himalayas and
travelled throughout Europe with the aim of enrolling the best women
mountaineers.72 Giving talks in the various alpine associations (Ladies Alpine Club,
Club Alpin Belge), she recruited three English women – Dorothea Gravina, Margarett
Darwall and Eileen Healey – as well as a Belgian lady, Claudine Van der Straten
Ponthoz, with whom she had already climbed a number of summits in the Andes.
She also contacted her lifelong French friend Jeanne Franco as well as Loulou Boulaz,
the best mountaineer of the time. In Nepal, she contacted Tenzing Norgay, the
Sherpa (living in India at that time) who had climbed Everest with Edmund Hillary
in 1953, and his two daughters, Pem and Nima, along with his niece Douma joined
the expedition. Finally, with the help of the alpine network, she invited Colette
Lebret, the team’s doctor, and Micheline Rambaud, the filmmaker. In total, a team of
previously only slightly acquainted 12 women of five different nationalities was now
united in the aim of conquering an 8,000-metre mountain: ‘That’s it, the secret’s out.
The hidden desire of all the participants in this expedition has been revealed: they
have no wish to show any technical prowess, but rather to prove they are capable,
even without the help of men, to successfully carry out an expedition of several
weeks to the Himalayas’.73
While the network was extending in terms of practitioners, it was also changing its
structure vis-#a-vis the resources used, despite the persistent lack of institutional
support. Thanks to help from Jean Franco (expedition leader for the 1959 climb of
Jannu, Claude Kogan was given some logistics equipment in Kathmandu. As
expedition leader, she began frantically searching for grants to have equipment, food,
and cash supplies. For two years, she fought for the necessary authorizations and
visas, organized two deliveries of equipment as well as gathering together 11 Sherpas
and 187 porters and preparing a climb of roughly three months over almost 300
kilometres and with a difference in altitude of 7,000 metres. In addition to the
support received from manufacturer Ramillon-Moncler in Grenoble and the Ladies
Alpine Club, she also obtained exclusives with three major national press
organizations, ParisMatch in France, the Daily Express in Great Britain, and the
agency Cosmopress in Switzerland. For all that, as a private expedition, most of the
cost had to be borne by the participants, in other words, 450,000 French francs each
at the time. A company was created with the nine main members of the expedition
as co-associates. Every detail was anticipated, including the sharing of profits or
potential debts.74
Through this expedition, new links were forged with industries, sponsors, and the
media, which contributed to broadening the network. The Comit!e de l’Himalaya
committee, however, ‘was divided on the subject and refused to give its backing to
the project, although it agreed to provide some financial support’.75 Faced with
scepticism and the obligation ‘to bend over backwards to obtain the support of the
Federation’,76 Claude Kogan wore herself out and was already exhausted, according
to her friend Manuel de Di!eguez, when she began the adventure.77 On October 2,
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1959, Claude Kogan and Claudine Van der Straten were buried by an avalanche
while at Camp IV,78 and the expedition came to a dramatic end. Henri de S!egogne
had warned them in 1936: victory was the condition if women’s adventures such as
these were to be accepted. The controversies thus highlighted the inequality existing
in discourse,79 including the asymmetrical denunciation of the women’s
imprudence80 without ever referring to the social and material conditions of the
expedition.81 The dramatic end to the climb and loss of the person who had held
central place in the relations weakened the structuring network in France for almost
a decade.
Consequently, it was not until the ‘ere 68’82 and the transformations it brought
about in terms of women’s status that the innovation was reinstated. It was no longer
merely a question of gaining rights – education, voting and eligibility, sporting
practices, etc. – but also of freeing oneself from patriarchy.83 French sportswomen
were apparently less engaged in this second wave of feminism. Nevertheless, some of
them, including ordinary mountaineers, represented a feminist ‘power to act’, to the
extent that they developed a critical relationship with gender norms and participated,
in discourse and/or in practice, in their redefinition.84
Thus, in the alpine world, an unprecedented initiative called the Rendez-vous
Haute Montagne saw the light of day in 1968 and contributed to reviving and
initiating the institutionalization of manless rope teams. The movement was officially
endorsed on May 16, 1968, by Baronne F!elicitas von Reznicek (1904–1997)85 in the
presence of 60 or so mountaineers from 12 countries,86 with the aim of strengthening
ties between women mountaineers of the world. Based on her biographical research
on most of them – which she used to publish a detailed book on the conditions in
which they climbed87 – and a wide political and journalistic network, F!elicitas von
Reznicek played a particularly structuring role in the development of mountaineering
for and by women. Drawing inspiration from the Conseil Permanent pour la
Coop!eration Internationale des Compositeurs, for which her father was a delegate,
she used the international women mountaineer’s association, Association
Internationale des Femmes Alpinistes Rendez-vous Haute Montagne (RHM) – with
its headquarters at the top of the Litlis (3,228 m) near her home in Engelberg – as an
annual meeting place and one to strengthen a hitherto scattered and isolated
community.88
Beyond geographical, political, and ideological borders, this Association gathered
women to climb together in a different host country each year including, in the order
they hosted them, Switzerland, Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Slovenia, the Czech
Republic, and Slovakia. Numbers gradually increased. In 1979, there were 250 of
them meeting in Mon^etier-les-Bains (Hautes Alpes, France), where women ‘whose
anonymity was a pleasure’89 rubbed shoulders with the most well-known (Loulou
Boulaz, Wanda Rutkiewicz, Arlen Blum, Vera Komarkova, Heidi L€
udi, Ruth
Steimann, etc.). There were also a number of French women present, such as Jeanne
Franco, Simone Badier, Christine de Colombel, and Mireille Marks. The gatherings
gave French sportswomen the opportunity to observe the female-only performances
achieved by foreigners such as Anna Okopinska and Halina Kr€
uger-Syrokomska –
Gasherbrum II (8,035 m) in 1975 – and Wanda Rutkiewicz90 and the Japanese
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Women’s Everest Expedition headed by Eiko Hisano – Everest (8,848 m) in 1975.
The contacts made would, for example, enable Christine de Colombel and Martine
Rolland to take part in the 1982 Women’s Expedition to K2 (8,611 m, Pakistan). Each
and every time, the meetings were the occasion for women to enjoy sharing their
pleasure of mountain climbing and make known their right to practice in complete
freedom and autonomy.91 Yet, their focus henceforth was less on achievement and
conquest (as was the case for the pioneers) than on ‘being different and going
beyond the usual mountaineering criteria and away from the normal places’.92 As
women in the liberation movement, although not feminists within the Women’s
Liberation Movement in France, the Mouvement de Lib!eration des Femmes (MLF),
‘they claim the right to be themselves, without bias or prejudice’93 and denounced,
more explicitly, mountaineering misogyny (to the point of attracting media attention
and being stigmatized with the name MLF-Alpinists).94
In France, the innovation appeared to enjoy increased legitimacy in view of the
references made to it in the media. In 1976, the journal Montagne et Alpinisme
published the testimonials of Françoise R!egnier, Maryle L!eonard, Anne Sauvy, Marie
Vorlaz, and Simone Badier, all united in denouncing the inequality existing vis-#a-vis
equipment (lack of closed toilets in non-women-friendly refuges), administration
(registration of women as member’s wives by the CAF), and – more widely – the
male domination processes at work (absence of women in historical accounts,
devalorization of achievements and the femininity of these women, and social
construction of women’s inferiority): ‘The problem posed by women’s
mountaineering does not, in fact, have anything to do with mountaineering. It is that
of alienating beings whose personality does not coincide with the socio-cultural
stereotype they are supposed to represent’.95 It was the same in the journal Alpinisme
et Randonn!ee in which Brigitte Steinmann denounced ‘a real inspection of all
women’s backpacks, an inspection carried out by a master hand, along with strong
racist and sarcastic comments about their owners and their content’ by many
gendarmes who came to check on the Monetier-les-Bains meeting in 1979.96
While women practicing manless mountaineering sometimes found themselves
caricatured (especially as lesbians), the growing network now aimed to denounce the
procedures of male domination (stereotypes, control) and strove for the formalization
and visibility of links between women, as well as the acknowledgment of their
achievements. Consequently, the early 1980s saw more regular coverage of RHM
activities in the alpine press: testimonies in the media,97 the organization of a FrancoAmerican exchange event,98 the hosting of a delegation of Chinese mountaineers
impressed by the ‘brave’ French women who ‘did not hesitate to embark upon
difficult routes’,99 and a world gathering of top-level women mountaineers in France,
jointly organized by the Ecole Nationale de Ski et d’Alpinisme (ENSA), F!ed!eration
Française de la Montagne (FFM) and CAF in 1986, all attested to the growing
interest of mountaineering organizations in these adventures. As a result, and despite
the fact that ‘France’s husbands (are) not at all ready to let their wives go to the
mountains alone!’,100 the social innovation of manless rope teams henceforth found
favour in the eyes of a few mountaineering and political leaders, thus opening up
new development perspectives for it.
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Between 1959 and 1990, the social innovation network of manless teams grew and
strengthened within an associative and international dynamic aimed at bringing
women mountaineers out of isolation. Like the feminist movements of the second
wave, they rejected the establishment of a hierarchical and bureaucratic structure to
favour annual meetings without men, solidarity between women and the fight against
male domination. While ‘no feminist idea (is) admitted, it is useless to decorate the
RHM with it’,101 the fact remains that the trajectories of hitherto individual
emancipations were then combined in collectives aiming to denounce and react to
the unequal treatment and recognition that differentiated both sportswomen and
mountaineers of the period.

Paradoxical Attraction: Success, Institutionalization, and
‘Takeover’, 1990–2019
In the face of a reconfigured institutional landscape for mountain activities in
France,102 of the development of sport and competition climbing,103 and in the
strong growth in unsupervised activities,104 targeting young people and women was
one way to increase membership numbers. While ‘youth’ policies were implemented,
including in particular the creation of mountaineering teams of ‘excellence’ at the
FFME105 in 1988, at the CAF in 1991 they hardly ever addressed young girls, in spite
of initiatives from Luc Jourjon,106 National Technical Advisor (NTA), and Chantal
Mauduit, one of mountaineering’s rising stars. Nonetheless, several French and
foreign icons (e.g. Catherine Destivelle, Christine Janin, Lynn Hill, and Alison
Hargreaves) provided increased visibility (particularly in the media) and legitimacy
for women mountaineers. They did not appear, however, to be committed to manless
rope teams, other than making an impression with solo climbs.107
From 1997 to 1999 onwards, the federation path taken joined that of French
public policies seeking to promote parity in politics108 and, within the framework of
the Ministry of Sports, sport for women.109 A group of ‘high-level’ young women
mountaineers was therefore created by the FCAF, the high point of its creation’s
being when four of the mountaineers carried out an expedition in 1999110 to the
Baruntse summit of 7,129 metres in Nepal, renowned but technically not very
difficult.111 As a sign that the network was becoming stronger, such
institutionalization of the innovation was validated by the president of the FCAF who
declared the event ‘to be opportune and that we must continue in this way by
implementing strong actions aimed at increasing the number of women in
mountaineering, in order to address the imbalance between practitioners of both
sexes … . We must actively promote this among our female members … by helping
them to meet together to share energy and by making them aware of their
tremendous potential’.112 In 2005, at the initiative of C!ecile Villemus (member of the
Comit!e Alpinisme) and guide Ga€el Bouquet des Chaux (NTA responsible at the time
for a recently formed regional women’s team in Rh^
one-Alpes), the FFME in turn
launched a national girl’s mountaineering team, the Equipe Nationale Filles
d’Alpinisme (ENFA). The challenge was clearly to enable them to detach themselves
from a certain amount of male dependence: ‘Unfortunately, in a mixed rope team, it
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is effectively often the boy who will lead. Offering a team that is 100% female will
allow women to express themselves in their own right in the mountains’.113
The institutionalization of manless teams within French mountaineering
federations officially marked the end of discriminatory access to this form of practice.
From this moment on, women were given new resources (financial allocations,
equipment, political support from patrons and, as a result, the opportunity to sign
contracts with traditional sponsors of male activities), albeit still without being treated
and acknowledged in exactly the same way as men. Consequently, manless teams
were an adaptation from what was in place for young men, with more permissive
selection, and often differentiated training and practice.114 In 2002, for example, a
mixed expedition to an unexplored summit in Nepal, the Teng Kang Poche
(6,487 m), enabled the FCAF to express its satisfaction – despite the failure of the
expedition, attributed to weather conditions115 – at having obtained ‘high
participation from among women mountaineers … now just as well off [girls] as
boys’116 and having responded ‘to the ministerial wish to encourage female
mountaineering’.117 Yet, the objectives were different: a first technical rock climb for
men, a first climb on easier snow/ice-covered ground on a different face for women.
Even so, the network mobilized around manless teams extended and strengthened as a
result of commitment from institutional actors (managers, technical executives, highaltitude mountain guides), which sustained the success of the social innovation. This
situation was nonetheless paradoxical since the emancipation of certain women failed to
call into question the principles of male domination. Last but not least, from selection
(tests in field conditions, letters of interest, application analysis) to technical supervision
or decision-making, female teams were no longer teams without men, but rather the
business of men who, in mountaineering organizations and elsewhere moreover, held
most of the positions of power. Up until the 2010s, national teams remained under the
responsibility of male guides, often famous (Christophe Moulin, St!ephane Benoist,
Philippe Batoux, etc.), while professionalization of female guides remained minimal but
nonetheless real.118 Gradually, the number of expeditions increased and became
established within the institutional and media landscape,119 although a euphemizing of
women’s practice continued: the ascent (first or repeated) of technical and complicated
routes for boys, first climbs focusing on exploration and discovery of easier and less risky
ones for girls. All of which was justified by paternalist discourse, such as that of 2008
during the Pakistan expedition (the first to an unclimbed peak, the Female Peak),120
when Pierre-Henri Paillasson, the FFME’s National Technical Director (NTD), justified
the choice of alternative routes by saying ‘Advanced mountaineering requires slow
maturation … . The aim is to show these girls how to adopt extreme caution in the
mountains while, at the same time, giving them the means to learn how to prepare an
expedition seriously’.121 ‘Caution training camps?’ a journalist asked mischievously, thus
highlighting the difficult deconstruction of gender stereotypes concerning women’s
mountaineering.122 Furthermore, the controlled emergence of ‘advanced’ mountaineering
among women, intended to be exemplary, nonetheless concealed the fragility of a
network of ordinary practitioners.123
Yet, at the turn of the 2010s, this social innovation underwent a new phase of
development with the emergence of local initiatives, provisions, and organizations
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that promoted women’s mountaineering to a lesser extent and at different territorial
levels. Alpine organizations gradually set up local groups to allow easier access.124
Through these many groups, the social innovation in question spread and led to the
creation of new manless teams. By way of example, the club ‘Lead the Climb’,
affiliated with the F!ed!eration Française des Clubs Alpins et de Montagne (FFCAM),
was a female-only federation club set up (in December 3, 2017) in response to the
need of certain novice or expert female mountaineers to remain ‘among themselves’
with the aim of detaching themselves from male leadership. What was still, 40 years
earlier, a non-institutional marginal and ostracized group now became a factor for
success. In 2019, the club, with a membership of 179, organized 90 training sessions
(nearly always full) and saw its recognition and legitimacy grow.125 While there were
only 10 applications for the first year of the ENFA (2005), the GFHM received 120 in
2018, with 56 candidates attempting the physical tests for only eight places.126
Finally, this network was strengthened by private initiatives that simultaneously
joined together: on the one hand, informal groups via social networks – such as ‘On
n’est pas que des collants’ (‘We’re more than just pantyhose’) or ‘Talons aiguilles’
(stiletto heels) – on the other, associations (such as ‘Mountain Girl’ or ‘Girls to the
Top’) which positioned themselves in this new market dedicated to a manless sport.
Male authority diminished throughout all of these groups, making way for strong,
even exclusive, female presence as federation or professional managers in positions of
responsibility.127 Moreover, these women-only organizations contributed to
promoting the emergence of new vocations as federation leaders or high-altitude
guides.128 Ties between the key actors in these groups were strong: they knew each
other, exchanged via a variety of digital communication means, supported each other,
and promoted themselves to strengthen the diffusion of the social innovation.129
Further actors likewise reinforced the network and institutionalization of the same
social innovation. From an economic point of view, the industry and commerce of
outdoor sports items developed a gendered form of marketing130 in an endeavour to
capture the new clientele. By developing offers that were dedicated to women via
(pseudo-) adapted equipment, these actors contributed to establishing the visibility of
these new practices.131 They sponsored women mountaineers and all-female
initiatives precisely for the innovative nature of their actions. And so, the Petzl
company became the privileged partner of the GFHM and ‘Girls to the Top’: ‘In the
same way as our slogan – Access the Inaccessible – a team of girls that sets itself a
challenge has the same attitude as a high-level athlete engaged in opening up a route.
Beyond their performances, we support their commitment, values and the excellent
communication work they produce. They are in line with what our brand is seeking:
to break the barriers of mountaineering and its high-level image’.132 A number of
women mountaineers benefitted from increased visibility and financial and material
resources, even though the price to pay sometimes implied maintaining gender
stereotypes. The innovation was subject to compromise. Consequently, Fanny
Schmutz-Tomasi – guide, practitioner in both mixed and manless teams – added:
‘Marketing, most certainly. But I am well aware I take advantage of it to get my
equipment’.133 Such allegiance to the gender system could also be found in media
orchestration (driven by sponsors and federations) where ‘girly’ colours, stiletto heels,
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and flowers, even suggestive clothing, were employed as rituals of femininity134
aimed, despite the transgressions existing in alpine practices, at showing gender and
sustaining historically and socially constructed gender attributes. Increasingly present
in mainstream and specialized media,135 the social innovation of manless teams was
acknowledged and diffused, albeit not without ambiguity regarding sustaining
symbolic appropriation of the women’s bodies. Narratives and, more so, institutional
communication (federation, advertising) bore witness to the continuation of rhetoric
and orchestration related to gender differentiation136 whose differences were
sometimes internalized by the sportswomen in the way they referred to their
relationship with the activity (minimization of risk and engagement, limited
difficulty, and taste for contemplation), with oneself (interiority, humility, doubt) and
with the others (self-effacement, gentleness, openness).
The social innovation of the manless team, from 1990 to 2019, was successfully
institutionalized in France within the two main mountain federations and recognized
by media, markets, and new practitioners. Nevertheless, this diffusion took the form
of an appropriation that produced new forms of male domination. Integrated,
recognized as legitimate, innovation spread and normalized while losing the
subversive dimension of its origins. Thus, an ex-member of GFHM declared: ‘It is
thanks to this group where we finally all start with the same, I don’t know how to
say it, the same level, the same ‘handicap’. Well, it’s not really a handicap, but we are
always withdrawing when we climb in a mixed team … . I didn’t feel any
discrimination, I didn’t experience it especially. And I’m not a feminist. Besides, I
think the other girls at the GFHM are far from being convinced feminists. We want
to go up the mountain with our boyfriends, our husbands, everyone, we just don’t
want to be second all the time’.137 Reflecting a certain ignorance of previous struggles
to obtain the right to technical progress among high-level female mountaineers, this
alpinist, like many others involved in manless practice, is today somewhat suspicious
of being qualified as a feminist, considered a stigma that is ‘difficult to accept’.138
While this denial of feminist activism in sport is not new,139 it is contradicted, in
practice, by the emergence of recent non-mixed organizations like Lead The Climb.

From Equal Access to Equal Treatment to Equal Recognition
Contributing to the emancipation of women mountaineers and responding to an
unsatisfied social need for equality, manless teams constitute a social innovation
driven, in France, by a network of variable range and significance over the
last 100 years.
Until the end of the 1950s, women-only climbs were the result of individual
initiative. They were rare and concerned few women (considering the archives
studied), scattered over various geographical sites and different decades. While bonds
of friendship united them when meetings and opportunities were possible, their
practice was discreet and made unthinkable the constitution of formalized groups.
Consequently, the network struggled to develop as a result of the indifference, even
hostility shown by mountain organizations. Yet, despite their rarity, these initiatives
contributed to a form of feminism in action allowing some women fully autonomous
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access to an activity from which they had been excluded. Within the alpine field, they
played a part in the so-called first-wave feminist fight, in other words, the demand
for equal rights between men and women. These initiatives were in line with those of
other pioneers (sporting or managerial) transgressing the gender system but without
sufficient support to call into question the levers of male domination.
The decades of the second wave of feminism between 1959 and 1990 contributed
to a reconfiguration of the innovation network. From a women’s expedition to the
Himalayas, considered as a business, to an international women’s collective supported
by an association, the first signs of collective action for manless practice emerged.
Women, such as Claude Kogan and F!elicitas von Reznicek, continuously interested
and enrolled new actors (women mountaineers but also alpine organizations, media,
and businesses). As a result, the network increased and was internationalized,
although it remained vulnerable. On the one hand, it rested exclusively on singular
figures, as was the case with Claude Kogan whose disappearance in 1959 led to a
break in the process. On the other, it was subjected to resistance from men and
institutions, opposing a project that was more clearly part of the second-wave
feminist dynamic, that of refusing any mixing of the sexes in the name of female
autonomy in existential choices,140 conquest of power, and denunciation of
patriarchal structures.
Regarding the twenty-first century, the social innovation of manless teams has
entered a phase of attraction and increased institutionalization. Alpine institutions
(both federations and training schools, such as ENSA) are opening, promoting, and
supporting this practice among women, although still without achieving the same
treatment and recognition as men. Gradually however, groups, associations or
sections of women, now supervised by women, are multiplying. More actors have
come on board (politicians, sponsors, media, and the general public) and invested
decisive resources (laws, money, equipment, training, communication means). From
beginner alpine routes to the opening of the first technical ones on the other side of
the world, all mountain massifs and routes are now included in the network.
However, every source of support interested in this innovation integrates its own
stakes (increasing membership numbers, responding to legal obligations, developing
markets or image, etc.) and thus contributes to changing the innovation’s form and/
or the meaning of these empowerment activities. Combining diffusion, normalization,
and takeover, the growing success of the social innovation attests to the beginnings of
a change in society, while losing part of its scope of emancipation. Somewhere
between concession and compromise of principles, extending the network ‘in such a
way that there are no losers’141 has often involved the euphemizing of previous
feminist stakes. In this sense, the social innovation has taken on board certain
characteristics of third-wave feminism, ringing in postfeminism and the desire to
realize a facelift aimed at making feminism more marketable to young women
around the idea of diversity, actors, stakes, and strategies.142
In the course of a century, the social innovation of manless teams has not only
modified its network but also its aims: focus has shifted from equal access to the
demand for equal treatment followed by that of equal recognition, although the latter
has only just begun. While not exclusive, these aims reflect the necessary steps in the
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process of emancipating women mountaineers. This socio-technical history of
manless teams therefore reminds us how far emancipation is the result of confronting
and challenging the materiality of domination, how long and complex this process
can be insofar as it involves numerous actors and, finally, how much it does not call
‘for the dominated to become aware of the mechanisms of domination but to make
themselves a body dedicated to something other than domination’.143
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